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Abstract. A kind of uncertain nonlinear system with unknown bounded function is analyzed. And a 
kind of common integral control is used to cope with the unknown function by taking example of a 
first order system. And by using of Laypunov stability theorem, we find that the system is stable but 
the unknown parameter is difficult to estimate and dead zoom will be exist no matter how big 
control gain is chosen. At last, detailed simulation result is done and the main result of this paper is 
testified.  

Introduction 
The research of uncertain system control not only causes the attention of many scholars in 
theory[1-4], but also is inevitable in engineering. Because the actual control system is more or less 
with some uncertainty, and therefore the nature of the control is to eliminate the bad effects of the 
system caused by uncertainties and unknown disturbance of the system performance[5-7]. There are 
many different forms of the mathematical description of the system, and the uncertain nonlinear 
function is the most common one. This paper is aimed at this kind of bounded unknown nonlinear 
function, and carries on the design of integral adaptive control. Through the analysis, it is indicated 
that the stability of the nonlinear system is bounded, and the dead zone is inevitable. Although the 
conclusion is obtained by the simple first order system simulation, it is significant to the high order 
nonlinear system, because it reveals the nature of the control of nonlinear system. 

Model Description 
Consider the bellow first system  

( )x f x u= +                                                               (1) 
Where 2

1 2 3( ) sinf x a x a x a x= + + , and ( )f x  not only contains unknown parameters and also 
the mode function is also unknown.  

And the control object is to design a PID control law such that the state can converged to 
expected value dx ,  where 0dx = .  

Analysis of Integral Control Effect for System with Unknown Mode Function 
Define a error variable as 

dz x x= −                                                                  (2) 
Then  

( )dz x x x f x u= − = = +                                                         (3) 
Then design a PI control law as   

0
ˆ

pu k z D= − −                                                               (4) 

If we assume x D≤ , and since unknown mode function is bounded, then it holds  
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0( )f x D≤                                                                  (5) 
Then it can be written as 

0
ˆ( ) pz f x k z D= − −                                                           (6) 

With proper transformation, it holds: 

0
ˆ( ) pzz zf x k zz zD= − −                                                        (7) 

And with proper reduction method, it satisfies 

0 0
ˆ( ) p i pzz zf x k zz k z zdt z D k zz zD= − − ≤ − −∫                                     (8) 

Define 0 0 0
ˆ( )D sign z D D= − , then if 0z ≠ , it has 

0 0
ˆD D= − 

                                                                   (9) 
Then  

0 0 0
ˆ( ( ) ) p pzz z sign z D D k zz k zz zD≤ − − = − + 

                                       (10) 
And design the turning law of unknown parameters as 

0
ˆ

dD k z=                                                                   (11) 
Then choose a Lyapunov function as 

2 2
0

1 1
2 2 d

V z D
k

= +                                                            (12) 

then 

0 0 0
1 0p
d

V zz D D zz zD k zz
k

= + = − ≤ − ≤

   

                                           (13) 

So the system is stable. 
So if we do not use adaptive method, or even we use adaptive method but the unknown 

parameter can not be estimated accurately, then there must exists a dead zone since most nonlinear 
systems are not global stable. So it means that most nonlinear systems are stable in finite range and 
there exists a dead zone. 

Simulation Analysis 

We assume the initial value of state is 0, and 1 1a = , 2 2a = , 3 3a = , and the expected value is set as 
2dx = , and a matlabe program can be written as following with simulink toolbox: 

xx

tt

1
s

1
s

1

1

1

u[1]*u[2]+u[3]*u[4]

u[1]*u[5]+u[2]*sin(u[5])+u[3]*u[5]*u[5]+u[4]-35

-502

3

2

1

Add

 
                 Fig. 1. Program structure with simulink 

And simulation result can be shown as following figures 
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Fig.2. The curve of system state 

And if we increase the expected value as 4.7dx = , then the system is unstable, the simulation 
result is shown as bellows:  
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     Fig.3. The unstable curve of system state 

So it is shown that the system is stable in finite interval. And we set a small input signal such as  
0.0001dx = , and simulation result is shown as below Fig.4. 
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Fig.4. The stable curve of system state 

So the dead zone phenomenon is not very clear. Then we set 1/3 2
1 2 3( ) sinf x a x x a x a x= + + + , 

then simulation result can be shown as 
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Fig.5  Dead zone phenomenon 

Conclusion 
Through a simple first-order uncertain nonlinear system analysis, a kind of integral adaptive 
stabilizing controller is designed, and stability analysis achieved the following conclusions: the 
stability of the nonlinear system is bounded by the Lyapunov function method, and uncertainty 
bounds is difficult to achieve accurate estimation, especially that the dead zone is always exists. 
Finally, the correctness of the conclusion is verified by detailed simulation analysis. And because 
the conclusion reflects the nature of the nonlinear system, it is still significant to the high order 
nonlinear system.  
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